Annie, Gab & Henry
Mongrel Bar & Kitchen

“

Certified Used equipment has definitely helped us keep costs down
as we built up our business - with the added bonus that it’s more
sustainable than buying new.

”

Fridges, ovens, a dishwasher… and that’s just the start. We know
that fitting out your hospitality business is a huge investment.
But saving money might be easier than you think... by choosing
used equipment for some, or all, of your fit-out.
When you rent or buy SilverChef Certified Used Equipment,
every piece of equipment has passed our stringent quality
control standards.

Don’t dream, Do.

Our used equipment is
the next best thing to new.
Unlike buying at an auction or on a second hand website,
SilverChef’s Certified Used Equipment goes through a
six-step refurbishing process that makes it as good as new.
•

Keep more of your capital for running your business.

•

Equipment meets strict quality and safety standards.

•

Three-month warranty for extra peace-of-mind.

•

Eligible for flexible finance with Rent-Try-Buy®.

•

Upgrade to new or bigger and better at any time
during your rental contract.

How does our
Six-Step Certified Used Process work?
All Certified Used Equipment goes through a unique refurbishment process,
so it’s ready to work hard as soon as you get it – and for a long time after.

1

Return

2

Clean

3

Used equipment, often less than 18 months old,
is returned to one of our Certified Used warehouses.

The equipment is professionally cleaned and
polished by a dedicated team so it’s spick and span.

4

Replace

5

Check

6

Delivery

Test
Every piece of equipment is run tested, including
electrical testing and tagging for compliance with
industry and safety standards.

Do you need flexible finance?
All SilverChef Certified Used Equipment is eligible for our
Rent-Try-Buy® flexible finance solution, so you can rent
for 12 months and get the equipment you need upfront,
while still having the option to upgrade or buy at a later time.

Don’t dream, Do.
Contact our Certified Used team on
1800 337 153 | silverchef.com.au |
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Every component in the equipment is examined,
and anything worn or damaged is replaced with
brand new parts.

Our Quality Assurance Officers make sure your
equipment meets our Certified Used standards
before it leaves the warehouse.

We deliver your good-as-new equipment anywhere
in Australia, complete with a three-month warranty.

